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Figure 1: Overview of ARSketch: (Left) A user is wearing our prototype to create a sketch. (Middle Top) This prototype uses
an optical-see through head-mounted AR glass (Rokid Glass) extended by a depth camera (pmd flexx). (Middle Bottom) The
sketch interface shown on the glass display. The user sees a virtual sketch pad and a virtual hand mesh in front. (Right) A
table sketch created by the user.

ABSTRACT
Hand gesture interaction is a key component in Augmented Real-
ity (AR) / Mixed Reality (MR). Users usually interact with AR/MR
devices, e.g., Microsoft HoloLens, etc., via hand gestures to express
their intentions and the devices will recognize the gestures and
respond accordingly to users. However, the use of such technique
so far is limited to only a few less-expressive hand gestures, which,
unfortunately, are insufficient or inadequate to input complex in-
formation.

To tackle this problem, we introduce a sketch-based neural
network-driven user interface for AR/MR glasses, called ARSketch,
which enables drawing sketches freely in air to interact with the de-
vices. ARSketch combines: (1) hand pose estimation that estimates
the egocentric hand poses in an energy-efficient way, (2) sketch
generation that generates sketches using key point positions of
hand poses, and (3) sketch-photo retrieval that takes sketches as
inputs to retrieve relevant photos. The evaluation results on our
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collected sketch dataset demonstrate the efficacy of ARSketch for
user interaction.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Hand gesture recognition is a common task, as well as a core chal-
lenge, for head-mounted Augmented Reality (AR) / Mixed Reality
(MR) devices, e.g., Microsoft HoloLens, Magical Leap One. It is one
of the most important and frequently used user interaction tech-
nique. Using gesture-based interaction, a user can tell the device
hist/her intentions via hand gestures without touching keyboards
or screens, and the device can get visual input by recognizing these
gestures. For example, a user can use two fingers to indicate his/her
intention for a view magnification with desired zoom by moving
his/her thumb and index fingers apart.
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Although hand gesture interaction provides substantial benefits
and is naturally available to a broad user base, current gestures
that can be recognized are associated with limited quantity and
expressiveness. First, only a few hand gestures are recognizable for
most of the existing AR devices. Basically, hand gesture recognition
is a classification problem and the gestures to be recognized should
be predefined. If a user interact with AR/MR devices via any ges-
tures that are not from the predefined ones, the device will make no
response because it cannot capture his/her intention. For example,
the state-of-the-art methods [19, 34, 38] support 25, 83, and 249
classes of gestures respectively. Second, the existing recognizable
gestures are not expressive enough for complex information. For
example, a user is moving to a new apartment and he/she wants to
preview the furniture arrangement with his/her AR device. He/She
stands in the living room and wants to tell the device about the
dining table and chairs with his/her favorite style. Unfortunately,
all existing gestures fails to convey his/her intention to the device
and this makes him/her upset.

Our observation is that a user can interact with a computer by
creating a sketch to express his/her intention. Sketch, as a method of
human computer interaction, has been introduced in SketchPad [29]
and successfully applied in a broad range of applications, such as 3D
modeling [26], image retrieval [14] and shape retrieval [8]. Inspired
by this sketch-based interaction between human and computer,
we propose to use sketch for complex input on head-mounted AR
devices. However, sketching on AR devices is non-trivial and out of
reach for methods of sketching on papers. Normally, when a user
is drawing on a paper/pad, a force provides a feedback whether the
user is drawing or not. On the contrary, when a user is drawing in
air, there is no explicit signal to tell the device whether the current
hand movement is a part of the sketch strokes or not. In summary,
the challenges are: (1) extracted sketches from tracking hand poses
in air are full of noises and jitters, making it difficult to extract
resulting strokes, and (2) users are reluctant to draw details of
objects, such like textures, due to the limited degrees of Field of
View (FoV) and the resolutions.

In this paper, we propose a sketch-based neural network-driven
user interface on AR glasses, called ARSketch. With ARSketch, a
user can interact with his/her AR glasses by creating a simplistic
sketch using binary strokes which depict his/her desired input to
the system. This sketch is generated by the captured hand move-
ment from the camera of AR device. Then the AR device can return
information based on the sketch input as shown in Figure 1. AR-
Sketch is comprised of three components: glass side hand pose
estimation, sketch generation, and server side retrieval-based sketch
auto-completion. First, ARSketch utilizes an energy-efficient neu-
ral network-based method to estimate the egocentric hand poses.
Second, using this knowledge of hand poses, it generates sketches
based on key point positions and utilizes 𝐿0 smoothing to reduce
the noises and jitters. Third, it takes sketches from the glass side
as input to another neural network followed by a nearest neigh-
bour search to automatically complete what the user is drawing on
server. Although ARSketch is built for one AR glass, our idea is ap-
plicable to other AR/MR devices. With the help of the sketch-based
interaction, users now can draw a table to let the AR device display
the arrangement.

In summary, this work makes the following contributions:

• We design a novel sketch-based user interface for AR glasses.
• The proposed hand pose estimation method for egocentric
images achieves state-of-the-art performance in terms of
both accuracy and computational efficiency.

• The proposed efficient key points-based sketch generation
is the first work, to our knowledge, on noise-tolerant sketch
generation.

• We significantly improve the user experience by automati-
cally completing input sketches.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Sketch Recognition and Classification
Since the pioneering work SketchPad [29] in the early 60s, a broad
range of techniques have been proposed to improve this sketch-
based human computer interaction technique, such as sketch recog-
nition, retrieval and classification in the field of computer vision or
computer graphics.

Eitz et al. [7] collect a human sketch dataset, namely TU-Berlin
sketch benchmark, to investigate how humans sketch objects. They
also propose a computational recognition method by using local
features, bag-of-feature representation and support vectormachines
to classify this dataset. Although they demonstrate an interactive
sketch recognition system, the performance gap between their
methods and humans is not negligible. Scheneider et al. [27] extend
Eitz’s work by using Fisher vectors to encode local features for
sketch recognition task. They achieve a classification rate that is
close to human performance on TU-Berlin sketch benchmark.

Most recent approaches investigate deep learning techniques for
sketch classification. For example, SketchNet [37] is proposed to
extract sketch feature representation for sketch classification task
with web images. This network is built on top of AlexNet [16] and
it takes a triplet composition of sketch, positive as well as negative
real images as the input. Their results show that the neural network
representation outperforms traditional features. In [4], John Col-
lomosse et al. extend the triplet input to a triplet loss and propose
a neural network based on [30]. This network can capture struc-
tural and style similarity over photos and sketches for sketch-based
image retrieval (SBIR). Hashing is introduced in [17] to speed up
SBIR by end-to-end learning a novel binary coding. This method
achieves state-of-the-art performance in terms of retrieval accuracy
and time/storage complexity. [23] presents a cross-category gen-
eralization method for SBIR to tackle the cross-category retrieval
problem.

Sketches drawing in air are distinct from sketches drawing on
a pad or paper, existing methods fail to achieve high performance
for the noisy AR sketches. Differs from the above methods that are
designed specifically for traditional sketches, ARSketch generates
sketches based on key point positions instead of recording hand
trajectory and utilizes 𝐿0 smoothing to reduce noises and jitters.

2.2 3D Hand Pose Estimation and Gesture
Recognition

Hand pose estimation, as well as hand gesture recognition, has
been explored widely using various kinds of techniques in the
field of computer vision. Related neural network-based hand pose
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Figure 2: ARSketch Overview. (A) Input depth image. (B) Hand pose estimation network. (C) Generated sketch using hand
positions. (D) Sketch network. (E) Retrieved results.

estimation and gesture recognition approaches using depth images
are reviewed as follows.

The goal of hand pose estimation is to estimate the 3D location
of hand joints from one or more frames recorded from a depth cam-
era. The neural network based methods can be roughly classified
into two categories: 2D CNNs and 3D CNNs. The 2D CNNs esti-
mate hand pose directly from depth images, representative methods
include a cascaded multistage method [3, 39], a structure-aware
regression approach [32], and a hierarchical tree-like structured
CNN [18]. These methods take depth maps as 2D images for the in-
put of neural networks. Therefore, these neural networks are unable
to fully capture the 3D information. The 3D CNNs convert 2D depth
images into 3D data structures, such as 3D voxel grids [20] or D-
TSDF volumes [10], and they produce state-of-the-art results. These
methods are effective, however, it is still challenging to deploy an
energy efficient system on a resource limited platforms. ARSketch
is inspired by [13], which uses depthwise separable convolutions
for computation/energy efficiency.

Hand gesture recognition aims to understand the semantic mean-
ing of hand gestures, like zooming in gesture using two fingers.
Related methods can be roughly classified by how to model the
spatial-temporal information. [15, 28] extract features of each input
frame individually. Then video classifiers are trained by convert-
ing frame features to video temporal descriptors. C3D [33] models
spatial-temporal information using 3D neural networks. It takes a
sequence of frames as input and extracts features directly. Several
approaches make use of recurrent neural networks (RNN) or long
short term memory (LSTM) models. For example, [38] models tem-
poral information over multiple consecutive frames. As the focus
of ARSketch is hand pose tracking for sketch, as opposite to hand
gesture recognition, ARSketch uses [38] directly for hand gesture
recognition to control the sketch process.

2.3 Air-Writing Recognition
Air-writing recognition refers to recognizing linguistic characters
or words that are written in a free space by hand or finger move-
ments. In [1] and [2], Mingyu et al. propose a novel Hidden Markov
Model (HMM)-based method to recognize characters generated
by hand gesture tracking with a 6 DOF motion tracking system.
The HMM models fully exploit the combination of pure optical,
pure inertial, and complete 6-DOF features. [5] proposes to capture
the spatial-temporal information of hand movement with a Myo-
armband to creat documents. Its recognition module is comprised

of one CNN and two gated Recurrent Unit (gRU) networks. The out-
puts from these three networks are fused to get the final prediction
of the characters written in air. Prasun et al. [25] propose to track
the trajectory of a marker tip, and use a neural network to recognize
digits and different language characters from the trajectories. This
method is fully independent of any depth or motion sensor. [21]
proposes to recognize air-writing in video. This system detects
hands using Faster R-CNN followed by hand segmentation and
distance-weighted curvature entropy for tip detection and tracking.
In [6], a 3D drawing system was proposed on Microsoft HoloLens.

ARSketch focuses on sketch analysis specifically for AR glasses.
This is unique compared to all the above works that target digit or
character recognition tasks for non-AR devices.

3 ARSKETCH SYSTEM OVERVIEW
ARSketch, as shown in Figure 2, is a novel sketch-based user in-
terface on AR glasses that combines hand pose estimation and
sketch auto-completion. It addresses the complex input issue for
AR glasses by sketching in air. The input of ARSketch is a sequence
of depth images captured by a Time-of-Flight (ToF) camera. Figure 2
details the three components of ARSketch that work in concert: (A)
hand pose estimation (Section 4.1) that provides a neural network
based pipeline to estimate hand poses in an energy-efficient way,
(B) sketch generation (Section 4.2) that generate sketches using key
point positions of hand poses, and (C) retrieval-based auto com-
pletion (Section 4.3) that takes sketches as input to another neural
network followed by a nearest neighbor search to auto-complete
sketches by retrieving relevant ones.

We develop our system using a Rokid Glass [24] equipped with
a pmd flexx camera as shown in Fig 1. The Rokid Glass is an optical
see-through head-mounted AR glass released in 2018 by Rokid Cor-
poration Ltd. This glass has 150 grams equipped with a Qualcomm
APQ835 CPU with 4 GB RAM. The display is monocular and its
field-of-view (FoV), resolution and frame rate are 30◦, 1280 × 960
and 60, respectively. It uses Android system and supports USB-C
connectivity. The pmd flexx camera

4 ARSKETCH SOFTWARE
4.1 Hand Pose Estimation
Hand pose estimation is to estimate the 3D location of hand joints
from one or more frames recorded from a depth camera. Existing
methods are mainly designed for gestures with non-egocentric
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Figure 3: C-Net and R-Net Architectures.

Table 1: C-Net and R-Net Configurations
Net Operator Output

C-Net

3× DWConv BLK 12 × 12 × 48
FC 128 , ReLU 128

FC 3 3
Softmax 3

R-Net

2× DWConv BLK 48 × 48 × 12
2× DWRes BLK 12 × 12 × 48
2× FC BLK 1, 024

FC 63 63

view, which is distinct from gestures captured by a egocentric
cameras mounted on a AR/MR device. For this, we propose a new
3D hand pose estimation method for egocentric depth images. The
full pipeline includes foreground extraction, hand region classification
and hand pose regression.
Foreground Extraction To estimate hand poses, we need to get
the region of hands. In egocentric view, hands usually are the closest
objects to the depth camera and are very likely in the foreground.
Thus, the first step is to extract the foreground region. Given a
depth image, we segment it into regions based the flood fill algo-
rithm, and use the region with smallest average depth values as
foreground. Small regions exceed a threshold will be filtered out in
this procedure. We then extract a fixed-size patch from this fore-
ground region based on [3, 22]. The center of the patch, denoted as
𝑐 , is determined by calculating the center of mass of this region. The
extracted patch is then resized into 96 × 96, and its corresponding
depth value for each pixel is first truncated into [𝑐 − 𝑢/2, 𝑐 + 𝑢/2]
and then normalized into [−1, 1], where 𝑢 is empirically set as 300
mm. Besides, depth values that are outside the patch are truncated
as well to improve the system robustness.
Hand Region Classification Considering that the nearest region
is not always hand, after we get the fixed-size cube, we need to
check whether it holds true or not. We form this problem into a
three-category classification problem: left hand, right hand and
no hand. For this, we design a three-category classification neural
network, denoted as C-Net. The summary of this network is given
in Table 1 and Figure 3. This network consists of three depthwise
convolutional (DWConv) blocks and two fully-connected (FC) lay-
ers. Here we resort to the depthwise separable convolutions [13]
to improve computation/energy efficiency on a mobile device, The
number of output channels in these three DWConv blocks are 12,
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Figure 5: Basic Gestures in ARSketch

24, 48, respectively. The first FC layer is followed by a ReLU activa-
tion, while the second FC layer connects to a softmax layer with
3-dimension output, which represents the classification probability
of foreground for each class. The strides of all max pooling layers
are set to 2.

Instead of training C-Net with Mean Squared Error, we train
it by using a Cross Entropy Loss because the Cross Entropy Loss
gives more emphasis on correct labels than the Mean Squared Error.
The loss function is defined as:

𝐿𝐸 = −
𝑀∑
𝑙=1

𝑦𝑖,𝑙 log(𝑝𝑖,𝑙 ) (1)

where 𝑀 is 3 as the number of classes, 𝑦𝑖,𝑙 indicates whether the
class label 𝑙 is correct for the input 𝑖 or not, and 𝑝𝑖,𝑙 is the predicted
class label.
Hand Pose Regression In this step, we estimate the poses of hand
joints, if the fixed-size cube is classified as a hand region in the
previous step. As shown in Figure 4, we resort to the 21 hand joints
model because it describes all the motion information of a hand.

We use a neural network-based method to estimate the 3D posi-
tions of hand joints. The proposed network, denoted as R-Net, is
detailed in Table 1 and Figure 3. It consists of two DWConv blocks,
two depthwise residual (DWRes) blocks and two FC blocks. Similar
to C-Net, we also utilize the depthwise separable convolutions for
acceleration and energy efficiency on mobile devices. In addition,
the third and forth blocks also use the residual connections [12]
to improve accuracy. The number of output channels of the first
four blocks are 12, 12, 24, 48, respectively. And there is no max
pooling operation in the first block. For the two FC blocks, each of
them consists of two FC layers, a PReLU and a dropout layer. The



second fully-connected block finally connects to a FC layer with
63-dimension output, which represents the 3D positions of 21 hand
joints. The strides of all max pooling layer are set to 2. R-Net is
designed for right hand pose regression, and the left hand regions
will be first flipped along the vertical axes and then taken as the
right one.

We train R-Net with a Wing Loss [9], because the Wing Loss is
robust for both small and large pose deviations. Given an estimated
pose 𝑝𝑖 and its corresponding ground truth 𝑞𝑖 , the Wing Loss is
defined as:

𝐿𝑊 =

{
𝑤 ln(1 + ∥𝑥𝑖 ∥/𝜖) if ∥𝑥𝑖 ∥ < 𝑤

∥𝑥𝑖 ∥ −𝐶 otherwise (2)

where 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖 − 𝑞𝑖 , 𝑤 controls the width of non-linear part to be
within [−𝑤,𝑤], 𝜖 limits the curvature of the nonlinear part, and
𝐶 = 𝑤 −𝑤 ln(1+𝑥𝑖/𝜖) links the linear and non-linear parts together.
The parameter𝑤 and 𝜖 are empirically set as 14 and 2 respectively.
Training Procedure Both C-Net and R-Net are first pretrained
using the data of Hands 2017 Challenge [36]. This task provides
2, 965 frames of fully annotated hands that are interacting with
different objects. All these frames are captured in egocentric setting.
We then fine tune these networks using dataset collected from
our targeting hardware prototype to improve performance. The
collected dataset includes 30, 000 full annotated frames in total, and
then we splits them into 25, 000 and 5, 000 for training and testing,
respectively. In addition, the training data is randomly translated
in the range of [−30, 30] millimeters and randomly rotated in the
range of [−𝜋/18, 𝜋/18] for data augmentation. For C-Net, we set
the batch size to 1, 024 and the learning rate to 0.0015, and we use
Adam as the optimizer. These parameters for R-Net are 256, 0.0008,
and Adam, respectively.

4.2 Sketch Generation
When the system starts, a virtual sketch pad that works as the
sketch interface is shown on the glass (see Figure 1). The projection
of the virtual view is set to orthographic because of vergence-
accommodation conflict. The hand gesture tracking system of ARS-
ketch tracks the hand position and projects it to the sketch pad on
the fly.

Unfortunately, the recorded hand trajectories cannot be used
as sketches directly. Noises in the depth maps and the slight hand
shakiness make it difficult to to draw straight lines and to extract
strokes consequently. To address this issue, we propose to record
key point positions instead of recording every hand position. We
define three basic and static gestures of the right hand as shown in
Figure 5 to control when and where to record the key points. These
three gestures are called pointing,moving and stopping respectively.
ARSketch uses our internal accelerated version of [38] to recognize
these gestures on every frame. Based on these basic and static
gestures, we define three modes to draw sketches:

• Freedrawing allows a user to draw continuously. The user
need to perform the pointing gesture all the time to indicate
ARSketch to record all the hand positions as a hand moves
in air.

• Pointline allows a user to draw a line by specifying key points.

(A) (B) (C)

Figure 6: Drawing a line using Pointline mode.

• Auto-Freedrawing allows ARSketch to complete users’ draw-
ing with Freedrawing mode on-the-fly, as discussed in Sec-
tion 4.3.

Figure 6 shows how to draw a line using the Pointline mode. The
user first puts a key point (the red dot) using the pointing gesture
(A). Then the user uses the moving gesture to move his/her hand to
a desired position in (B). This point is marked as “blue” because it
is a temporal position. Next the user puts a key point (the second
red dot) using the pointing gesture again to indicate ARSketch to
record the current position (C). Finally the user terminates drawing
by performing the stopping gesture.

To reduce noises and jitters, we apply 𝐿0 smoothing to each
dimension of the curves separately to reduce noises and jitters. The
final sketches are obtained as:

min
ℎ

∑
𝑖

(ℎ𝑖 − 𝑔𝑖 )2 s.t. 𝑐 (ℎ) = 𝑘 (3)

where 𝑔 and ℎ are input and output signals, 𝑐 (ℎ) = 𝑘 indicates that
k non-zero gradients exist in the result, and 𝑐 (ℎ) is the counting
operator of non-zero gradients:

𝑐 (ℎ) = # {𝑖 | |ℎ𝑖 − ℎ𝑖−1 | ≠ 0} (4)

4.3 Sketch Auto-Completion
Given a user’s input sketch (partial sketch or whole sketch), ARS-
ketch automatically complete this sketch in its Auto-Freedrawing
mode by matching the correspondences between it with sketches
in database. For this, we collect a sketch dataset with our prototype,
extract features for the collected sketch dataset via a neural net-
work, and retrieve the most relevant image based on a k-nearest
neighbors (k-NN) search with 𝐿2 distance.
Sketch Data Collection In the data collection phase, users are
required to wear our prototype and draw sketches for images that
are shown on the glass display. We recover the hand poses from
depth images and then show the sketches on the AR display. We
collect sketch data for ten categories of objects, including table, ba-
nana, apple, door, cup, chair, shoe, lamp, bike and car. Each category
contains 120 photos. We show the photo one by one to the partici-
pants and ask them to sketch the main object. Finally, we collected
2,425 sketch images to make sure each photo should be sketched at
least twice. Each sketch is created in 8 minutes on average. Some
examples of our dataset are given in Figure 8.
Neural Network Based Feature Extraction To match the corre-
spondence between sketches, we design a neural network based
on EfficientNet-B0 [31] to extract their features in advance. Table 2
gives the detailed architecture. The input of this network is an
image with size 224 × 224, while the output is a 128-dimensional



Table 2: The summary of sketch network architecture
Block Operator Input Size #Channels #Layers
1 Conv3x3 224 × 224 32 1
2 MBConv1, k3x3 112 × 112 16 1
3 MBConv6, k3x3 112 × 112 24 2
4 MBConv6, k5x5 56 × 56 40 2
5 MBConv6, k3x3 28 × 28 80 3
6 MBConv6, k5x5 14 × 14 112 3
7 MBConv6, k5x5 14 × 14 192 4
8 MBConv6, k3x3 7 × 7 320 1
9 Conv1x1 & Pooling & FC 7 × 7 128 1

vector. The 128-dimensional outputs are further trained to produce
an adequate embedding by using a Triplet Loss in the last layer.
Beside the input and output, the rest of the architectures are the
same as that of the original EfficientNet-B0.

Triplet Loss. We train the neural network with a Triplet Loss
function that involves the neural network outputs of three inputs:
an ‘anchor’ sketch 𝑠 , a ‘positive’ matched sketch image 𝑝+ and a
‘negative’ mismatched sketch image 𝑝−. This gives us both positive
pair and negative pair of inputs for training. The positive pair
p
(
𝑠, 𝑝+

)
contains a sketch pair corresponded to each other. The

negative pair p (𝑠, 𝑝−) is a sketch pair that are not corresponded.
During training, each triplet p(𝑠, 𝑝+, 𝑝−) is passed through the

sketch network to get the embeddings, 𝑓 (𝑠), 𝑓 (𝑝+) and 𝑓 (𝑝−). We
then compute the 𝐿2 distance, denoted as 𝐷 , between these outputs.
For the positive pair, 𝐷 is calculated as

𝐷
(
p
(
𝑠, 𝑝+

) )
= | |𝑓 (𝑠) − 𝑓 (𝑝+) | |2 (5)

Similarly, for the distance of the negative pair, we have

𝐷 (p (𝑠, 𝑝−)) = | |𝑓 (𝑠) − 𝑓 (𝑝−) | |2 (6)

Based on these distances, a triplet loss function is formulated as,

𝐿𝑇 = 𝐷 (p(𝑠, 𝑝+)) +max(0,𝑚 − 𝐷 (p(𝑠, 𝑝−))) (7)

where𝑚 is the margin between positive and negative pairs. This
margin𝑚 is maintained to prevent the network from learning zero
embeddings for all samples.

Training Procedure. We first pretrain the neural network on
QMUL Shoe [35]. This dataset contains 2, 000 photos and 6, 648
SVG vector format sketch images. Considering that these sketches
are not drawn with ARSketch, we add random noises and jitters
for data augmentation. Next, we fine tune our network with our
collect sketch dataset. We split it into 2, 000 for training and 425
for testing. The training data are randomly rotated in the range of
[−𝜋/18, 𝜋/18], and randomly scaled in the range of [−1.2, 1.2] for
data augmentation. During the training phase, all sketch images are
resized to 224×224 pixels, and the pixel values are normalized to be
within [−1, 1]. The network is trained using an Adamax Optimizer.
The learning rate, mini-batch size, and the margin are set to 0.0006,
132, and 0.4, respectively. Step-wise learning rate scheduler is used.
Retrieval-based Auto-CompletionWhen a user inputs a sketch
with Auto-Freedrawing mode, ARSketch compares the difference
between this sketch and all sketches stored in the dataset based on
K-NN search. The retrieval results are ranked by using 𝐿2 distance,
and ARSketch will return the most relevant sketch to the user.

Table 3: Accuracy Comparison for Hand Pose Estimation
Method 3D error (mm)

REN [11] w/o fine tune 32.5
REN [11] w/ fine tune 12.18

Pose-REN [3] w/o fine tune 29.6
Pose-REN [3] w/ fine tune 9.4

ARSketch 7.42

Table 4: PerformanceComparison forHandPose Estimation
Method MFLOPS Time (ms)
REN [11] 301 85

Pose-REN [3] 354 100
ARSketch w/ MobileNet 14.75 5
ARSketch w/o MobileNet 77.18 30

5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
5.1 Hand Pose Estimation
Wemeasure the 3D average joint errors (inmm) of differentmethods
on testing dataset for accuracy comparison. Table 3 shows the
results, in which both results for competitors with/without fine
tuning on our collected training data are listed. Without fine tuning,
REN and Pose-REN perform poor on our testing dataset. This is
mainly caused by the differences between statistic distributions
of their training datasets and our collected training dataset. Our
dataset is tailored-made for our AR device, and it contains more
severe self-occlusion cases than their training data. After fine tuning
on our training dataset, the performance of our competitors is
greatly improved. Nevertheless, ARSketch still outperforms the
competitors because ARSketch is specifically designed for our use
case and it’s less likely to overfit than the competitors.

Figure 7 presents qualitative comparison between ARSketch and
Pose-REN (with fine tuning) on our testing dataset. Pose-REN per-
forms well on data without severe self-occlusions (Column 1 and
Column 7), while the quality degrades notably for cases with self-
occlusions (Column 2 and Column 5). However, ARSketch is able
to achieve similar results with ground truth for all cases. The ego-
centric C-Net of ARSketch filters out inputs frames without hands
and helps R-Net focusing on pose estimation, both of which lead to
significant quality/performance improvements.

Table 4 summarizes the computation performance of different
methods in terms of MFLOPS and latency on our hardware device
with an embedded Qualcomm APQ835 CPU and 4 GB RAM. REN
and Pose-REN have 13× and 15× larger FLOPs than ARSketch re-
spectively. The large amount of computations make them difficult
to run on mobile devices in real time. On the contrary, ARSketch
exploits the MobileNet architecture, and C-Net filters out frames
without hands. Both of them help ARSketch to reduce computation
and achieve real time performance.

5.2 Sketch Retrieval
Quantitative Results We compare Top-1 and Top-10 accuracy
performance of ARSketch with ResNet-50 [12]. We choose ResNet-
50 as our competitors because ResNet-50 is a successfully neural
network which is used in many computer vision applications. In our
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Figure 7: Qualitative Comparison Between ARSketch and Pose-REN for Hand Pose Estimation

experiment, ResNet-50 is trained with our training sketch dataset
and then tested on our testing sketch dataset.

The output of ResNet-50 is also set to a 128 dimensions vector. As
shown in Table 5, ARSketch can capture the semantic meaning of
complex sketches effectively, and outperforms ResNet-50 in terms
of Top-1 and Top-10 performance at 53.4% and 82.1% respectively.
Qualitative ResultsWe visualize query results from the test set to
qualitatively understand the performance of ARSketch in Figure 8.
ARSketch is able to retrieval similar sketches based on input images,
validating that ARSketch can be effectively used for sketch auto-
completion.

6 USER STUDY
We evaluate user performance and experience with three drawing
modes introduced in Section 4.2. We recruited 30 participants (9
female, 21 male) with a mean age of 27 (SD = 4.2). 26 of them have
no experience with AR glasses. Their professions include graduate
students, engineers and product designers. Before the start of the
experiment, we introduced the AR glass and how to use ARSketch
and participants were required to complete a training task. Then,
participants were required to complete two main drawing tasks in
the experiment.

6.1 Training Task
The goal of this task is to make participants be familiar with ARS-
ketch. Participants are required to complete drawing lines using
Pointline and Freedrawing. There are eight sub-tasks. In each sub-
task, a line is presented on the glass display, and the participants are
required to draw the line two times. The first time is using Pointline

Table 5: Top-k Accuracy for Sketch Retrieval.
Method Top-1 Top-10
ResNet-50 44.5 % 74.9 %
ARSketch 53.4 % 82.1 %

and the second time is using Freedrawing. Participants repeat these
tasks as many times as possible, until they are able to finish all
these eight tasks in 20 seconds.

6.2 Drawing Basic Shapes
In this task, participants are required to complete drawing basic
shapes including triangles, rectangles, pentagons, hexagons, el-
lipses, and hearts. Selective drawings are given in Figure 9. Users
can either use Pointline mode or Freedrawing mode. Compared to
lines created by using an electronic pad, which are not straight
enough, the drawn polygons using ARSketch are almost perfect
straight. This is because we record key points instead of all po-
sitions. For ellipse and heart shape that do not contain straight
lines, sketches obtained by ARSketch are not as good as that cre-
ated by using an electronic pad. This is because the user needs to
keep pointing gesture all the time to inform the device to record all
hand poses. Slight hand shakiness and limitations of sensors will
introduce noises and jitters to the curve.

6.3 Drawing Templates
In this task, participants are required to perform drawing follow
templates which are complex sketch images. Then participants are
request to draw each template either using the Freedrawing mode or
Auto-Freedrawing mode randomly. There will be twenty templates
for each participant.
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Table 6: Drawing basic shapes task: average drawing time
and average drawing accuracy

Mode Times (s) Scores
Pointline 15.7 ± 5.3 7.7 ± 2.3

Freedrawing 10.2 ± 3.9 7.5 ± 1.9

6.4 Results
We use two metrics to evaluate the two main drawing tasks.
DrawingTimeTask drawing time ismeasured based on the elapsed
time between the first and last drawing point.
Drawing Accuracy We recruited four helpers with design expe-
rience from Upwork to evaluate the drawings. For the drawing
basic shapes task, each drawing is rated in the scale of 0 to 10 as
how good the drawing is. For the drawing templates task, each
drawing is rated in the scale of 0 to 10 as how similar it is to its
corresponding template.

The average time and drawing accuracy of drawing basic shapes
task are given in Table 6. The Pointline mode and Freedrawing mode
give similar accuracy scores, but Pointline mode takes 30% more
time on average than Freedrawingmode, because this mode requires
to draw each line one by one.

For drawing template task, the average time and drawing accu-
racy are given in Table 7. Auto-Freedrawing can achieve up to 2×
speedup compared with Freedrawing in drawing templates, demon-
strating that Auto-Freedrawing can lower the users barrier to inter-
act with AR devices.

Figure 9: Sketches of basic shapes generated by ARSketch. We
show the drawings of four participants.

Table 7: Drawing templates task : average drawing time and
average drawing accuracy

Mode Times (m) Scores
Freedrawing 5.8 ± 2.1 6.8 ± 1.2

Auto-Freedrawing 2.2 ± 0.8 8.1 ± 0.3

7 CONCLUSION
Hand gestures are naturally and frequently used in interacting
with AR/MR devices. Traditional hand gesture-based interaction
is limited to only a few less-expressive gestures. ARSketch is a
novel sketch-based neural network-driven user interface for AR/MR
glasses, which is also applicable to other AR devices. ARSketch has
three components that work in concert: hand pose estimation, sketch
generation, and sketch auto-completion. The evaluation results on
our collected sketch dataset demonstrate that: 1. The hand pose
estimation of ARSketch for egocentric images achieves state-of-
the-art performance in terms of both accuracy and computational
efficiency, and 2. the interface provide efficient user experience for
sketch generation.
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